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Résumé :
Ce travail porte sur le dÈveloppement de maillages glissants pour le calcul d’Ècoule- ments/d’ondes
acoustiques en prÈsence de configuration avec rotor/stator. Deux familles de techniques de transmission
de l’information d’un maillage ‡ l’autre sont proposÈes. Afin de s’adapter aux applications industrielles
et leurs gÈomÈtries complexes, ces mÈthodes ont ÈtÈ proposÈ pour les maillages non-structurÈs. BasÈs
l’approximation des moindres carrÈs mobiles, ces techniques s’adaptent naturellement ‡ une discrÈti-
sation de type volumes finis d’ordre ÈlevÈ. Dans cette communication nous montrons, ‡ l’aide du cas
test du pulse acoustique, les propriÈtÈs de prÈcision et de conservation de ces mÈthodes numÈriques
ainsi que leur domaine de stabilitÈ.
Abstract :
The proposals included in this work deal with sliding mesh techniques for the computation of flows/acoustic
waves in the presence of rotating parts. Two families of high-order sliding mesh interfaces are proposed.
In order to achieve real-life applications caracterized by their complex geometries, these approachs are
developed on unstructured grid. For that purpose, these techniques, which fit naturally in a high-order
finite volume framework, are based on the Moving Least Squares (MLS) approximants. In this communi-
cation, we focuse on the accuracy, the conservation and the stability domain of these numerical schemes
by using the acoustic pulse problem.
Keywords : slidingmesh, unstructuredgrid, high-orderfinite volume scheme,
moving least-squares.
1 Introduction :
The sliding mesh techniques allows relative sliding from one grid adjacent to another grid. In the case
of turbomachinery, one of the grids is related to the stator (fixed) and the other is related to the rotor
(moving). Therefore, non-matching cells may appear at the interface between static and moving grids.
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This situation introduces a problem of interpolation. Sliding mesh interfaces were described for the first
time in [1] and [2]. In these papers, the author remarked the necessity to introduce specialized boun-
dary conditions for the information transfert from one grid to another, which must satisfy the following
requirements : 1) numerical stability, 2) spatial and temporal accuracy and 3) mass conservation when
the flow presents discontinuities. Later, a high order ( > 3) discontinuous Galerkin method with sliding
mesh capabilities was proposed in [3]. In this work, it is presented a sliding mesh model based on the
use of Moving Least Squares (MLS) approximation in a high-order finite volume framework [4]. Under
the acoustic pulse problem, four different approaches will be studied.
2 MLS-based sliding mesh interface :
We present two different approaches based on MLS approximation for the transmission of information
from one grid to another. The intersection approach : the flux at the interface edge is split between
the cell having an interface edge coincident (Fig. 1-A). The halo cell approach : a halo-cell is created
as a specular image of the interface cell (Fig. 1-B). Moreover, two kind of stencil has been tested : the
half stencil which take in account only cells from the grid in which the cell is placed and the full stencil
which includes cells from the two grids.
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Figure 1 – Half stencil and full stencil reconstruction with : A) Intersection, B) Halo-cell
3 Acoustic pulse problem :
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Figure 2 – Computational domain
The problem concerns the propagation of a Gaussian pulse
using linearized Euler equations. This is done for zero mean
flow and constant mean density and pressure. The analytical
solution of Gaussian pulse propagation can be easily calcu-
lated. Please see [5] for details. In order to perform a non-
axisymmetric benchmark, the moving grid is not centred on
the source. Indeed, according to Fig. 2, the computational do-
main is divided into two grids : A circular fixed grid of diameter
D = 100 centred at S(0, 0) and a circular sliding grid of diameter
d = 20 centred at R(0, 20)which rotates around its center with a
non-dimensional rotational velocity ω∞. The source is located
at S(0, 0). In this test case we propose to study the accuracy, the
conservation and the stability domain for each methods (half stencil intersection, half stencil halo cell,
full stencil intersection and full stencil halo cell) as a function of the MLS reconstruction order N , the
non-dimentional rotational speed ω∞ and the non-dimentional time step∆t∞.
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